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TAPO RV30 - Robot vacuum cleaner with mop

from 310,22 EUR
Item no.: 375054

shipping weight: 5.80 kg
Manufacturer: TP-LINK

Product Description
The TP-Link Tapo RV30 robotic vacuum cleaner with an integrated mop allows you to clean your entire household quickly and effortlessly. The electronic pump for wet cleaning
adapts to all types of floors. The hyper suction of the vacuum cleaner gets rid of all dirt, including dust hidden in carpets.Key Features- Vacuum cleaner and mop in one- The LiDAR
& Gyro Dual Navi system perfectly maps the space- Cleaning modes for each room- 3 hours continuous cleaning- Automatic return to charging station- Increasing suction power
when transitioning to carpet- Voice and application control- Real-time voice reporting- 4 200Pa Hyper suctionPrecise Dual Navi navigation systemDual navigation system LiDAR &
Gyro Dual Navi maps every room of your home in real time and using a 360° field of view. The precise mapping system prevents repeated cleaning of already cleaned surfaces,
works in the dark and increases cleaning efficiency. The combination of a number of sensors with LiDAR navigation also prevents the vacuum cleaner from colliding with furniture
and falling during cleaning.- 360° field of vision- Mapping an area of 100 m2 within 8 minutes- Real-time location informationCustom cleaning- Thanks to the saved maps, it
recognizes the floor faster.- By setting up virtual walls and No-Go zones, you specify prohibited zones for the robot.- Synchronize your routine household chores with the start of
cleaning by the robot itself.- Marking of specific rooms for cleaning.- Indication of specific areas.- Setting a specific cleaning mode for each room.Continuous cleaning for 3 hoursThe
RV30 robotic vacuum cleaner is equipped with a 5,000mAh battery, which enables 3 hours of cleaning on each full charge. If the battery runs out during cleaning, the vacuum
cleaner will automatically return to the charging station and then automatically resume the interrupted cleaning.Voice controlCompatibility with Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa
allows the vacuum cleaner to be controlled simply by voice commands. Enter the command how and when to start cleaning, and leave the rest to the Tapo RV30.Package contents-
Device - robotic vacuum cleaner- Docking station- Power adapter- Mounting mop set- (2) mop- (2) Side brush- (2) HEPA filter- Cleaning brush
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